Diagnostic Performance and Repeatability of a Novel Game-Based Visual Field Test for Children
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PURPOSE. To demonstrate utility of a game-based test ("Caspar's Castle") for the detection of visual field defects in children.

METHODS. A validity and reliability study was carried out at Manchester Royal Eye Hospital Pediatric Ophthalmology Outpatients Department. We recruited 108 children with no eye pathology (aged 4–12 years) and examined a single eye with the Caspar's Castle system using either normal thresholds or thresholds artificially adapted to recreate defects to assess diagnostic utility. Number of peripheral stimuli missed was used to determine sensitivity and specificity of artificial defect detection and to plot receiver-operator characteristic curves. A further 21 children (aged 4–16 years) with pathology were recruited and Caspar's fields compared qualitatively with established field testing. A total of 106 of the Caspar's Castle examinations were able to be performed twice and repeatability was determined through coefficient of repeatability and Bland–Altman chart.

RESULTS. In diagnostic testing using children with no eye pathology, 45 children completed a test using normal thresholds and 43 with tests using artificial defects. Area under receiver-operator characteristic curves for artificial defect detection was 0.895. Of the 21 children with pathology, seven had completed standard Humphreys field testing and Caspar's Castle fields corresponded with each of these by expert opinion. Coefficient of repeatability for number of points missed across all cohorts of children (106 patients) was 6.9 (95% confidence interval: 6.16–8.07).

CONCLUSIONS. The Caspar’s Castle system of assessing visual fields using novel game-based strategies demonstrates encouraging levels of sensitivity, specificity, and reliability. It could help address current difficulties in perimetry in young children.
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Although more commonly performed in an adult population, perimetry can be of vital importance for the early detection and monitoring of neurological disease and glaucoma in children. Despite challenges associated with inattention and poor compliance,1 Tschopp et al.2 concluded that reliable results can be obtained in children as young as 5 years old once a familiarization procedure has been conducted and if the duration of examination does not exceed the child’s capacity to remain task focused. Morales and Brown3 have demonstrated the feasibility of perimetry using an Octopus automated perimeter in children aged 6 to 12, and normal values for Octopus tendency-oriented perimetry in children 7 through 13 years old have been recorded.4 However, it was noted that when using the Octopus perimeter in younger children aged 6 to 7 years old, significant interindividual variability was present, with testing success dependent on the child’s maturity and ability to concentrate.5 The OPTIC group similarly concluded that good quality perimetry was feasible in children as young as 5 years, but required an experienced examiner with care to ensure balance between performing the test quickly and ensuring children were not overwhelmed.5 They found Goldmann perimetry to be the most effective strategy in children aged 5 to 8 years, but since this perimeter was no longer available, further research was recommended for a suitable alternative.5 More recent findings indicate a simple static perimetry approach potentially yields high-quality results in children younger than 10 years.6 In general, there has been an increasing interest in perimetry in children over the last few years with expert commentary highlighting the importance of continuing to attempt such measurement.7

Our work aims to contribute to this impetus for obtaining easier and higher quality fields in children. We previously presented a game-based visual field test, which demonstrated feasibility in testing children over 4 years of age with a high degree of acceptability.8 It was not dependent on expert, experienced administration and was designed to be as enjoyable as possible. In more recent studies, we developed the physical, psychophysical, and psychological aspects of the test further and obtained normative values for 138 children of different ages.9 This was a key step as although many visual fields are performed in children every year, most tests are
designed for adults and few instruments have a normative database for children.\textsuperscript{10,11}

The current version of our test incorporates our recent developments and normative values into a system of game-based perimetry designed specifically for children and known as Caspar’s Castle.

**METHODS**

In this study, we assess the diagnostic performance and repeatability of the Caspar’s Castle supra-threshold game-based field test. The study was approved by a local Ethics Committee and informed consent was obtained from all participants and parents. The research adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

The game was programmed with Unity (version 4.3.4f1, Unity Technologies, San Francisco, CA, USA) and is described in detail in previous reports.\textsuperscript{9} In brief, the system consists of a host laptop (Thinkpad, Lenovo, China) and a calibrated OLED display monitor (Sony PVM2541A, Sony Corporation, Japan) encased within a model castle with a viewing window. A button control that is connected to the host laptop allows children to respond to central and peripheral targets of a game. The game involves a central character, Prince Caspar, tasked with a hoover and brush to sweep up central and peripheral “googlies” that have “invaded the castle.” Further details including the development of the test hardware and software are given in previous publications.\textsuperscript{9,12}

We recorded details of consenting children and pertinent game data including visual field outcomes and reliability indices. One eye of each child was used for the study, determined by subject preference. Outcomes from children completing the game were recorded in spatial plots and quantified in terms of numbers of points missed. Reliability indices were based upon number of times the central “googlie” was missed (indicating poor fixation), the number of times peripheral points from previously seen locations were missed (false negatives), and the number of times the button was pressed without central or peripheral stimuli (false positives).

The main study cohort was used to quantitatively determine accuracy of Caspar’s Castle game-based test to detect field defects according to guidelines set by the STARD committee.\textsuperscript{13} Children with reliably proven visual field defects are not common,\textsuperscript{14} and we addressed this methodological challenge by using simulated defects,\textsuperscript{15–18} with psychometric functions to predict how patients should respond to the altered stimulus presentations.\textsuperscript{19,20} In effect, we decreased the intensity of some of the age-adjusted peripheral stimuli such that in each age group normal children should be expected to miss the attenuated targets if they were performing the field test accurately and appropriately. The precise nature of these simulated defects were extracted from a previously generated pool of glaucomatous visual field defects consisting of early/moderate cases (from Brusini Glaucoma Staging System).\textsuperscript{21} The defect values were then transformed into location sensitive, age-matched defects for normal children for our Caspar’s Castle test using values reported in a previous study.\textsuperscript{9} In this way, we were able to assess number of peripheral stimuli missed, anticipating that this should ideally match their (simulated) outcome field defect. This type of procedure has previously been successfully demonstrated in testing for driving visual fields for adults.\textsuperscript{22}

For this diagnostic accuracy cohort, we included children aged 4 to 12 years, who were physically able to play the game and had no clinical history of any relevance including symptoms or signs or history of eye disease or neurological disease. These children were recruited as siblings of children who were attending the Ophthalmology Outpatients Department of Manchester Royal Eye Hospital and from a nursery school local to the hospital.

Sample size estimates for such a diagnostic accuracy study to detect simulated field defects with 90% sensitivity and specificity (within 10% of true value and 95% confidence) were 70 eyes (35 each with simulated abnormal and normal visual fields).\textsuperscript{23} To achieve the minimum numbers for the power calculation, we planned to recruit 80 children with no eye pathology; 40 to be given a normal field test and 40 a simulated abnormal glaucomatous field test. Once the tests were completed, we determined the sensitivity and specificity of using numbers of points missed to detect the simulated field defects and constructed a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve.

In addition to the diagnostic accuracy study, we endeavored to explore utility of the Caspar’s fields in children with real pathology. We included all children with conditions known to be associated with visual field defects who were able and willing to play the game and who were aged 4 to 16 years. These children were recruited from Manchester Royal Eye Hospital pediatric ophthalmology out-patients. Their clinical details were recorded, in particular noting results of any existing conventional field tests. Methodological concerns such as the differing outcome measures of conventional fields meant that this patient group was not merged with the existing diagnostic accuracy study. The main outcome measure for this aspect of the study was therefore a qualitative empirical comparison by clinical pediatric glaucoma experts, who assessed the derived Caspar’s Castle visual fields to determine if they corresponded with any existing conventional field tests.

Finally, we determined the repeatability of the Caspar’s Castle fields test. All Caspar’s Castle fields from both cohorts were to be performed twice, approximately 30 minutes apart, and quantified to enable this aspect of the study. We compared the total number of points missed in the first and second visual field tests and used the methods of Bland–Altman to derive mean of difference between measures and limits of agreement. According to these authors, 100 patients would be an adequate sample size to determine acceptable 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the limits of agreement to ± 0.34 s, where s is the standard deviation of the differences between measurements.\textsuperscript{24} For this study, we planned to recruit a total of 100 children, with either normal, simulated abnormal, or potentially pathological fields.

All statistics for diagnostic accuracy and repeatability were performed with MedCalc Statistical Software version 17.6 (MedCalc Software bvba, Ostend, Belgium; http://www.medcalc.org; 2017).

**RESULTS**

In total, 126 children were recruited to examination with the new Caspar’s Castle game-based supra-threshold field test. Of these, 105 children with no eye pathology were recruited for the objective diagnostics study and 21 children with pathology for potential qualitative comparison of Caspar’s Castle field test with conventional fields.

All children with pathology completed the Castle tests appropriately, but 17/105 children with no eye pathology were excluded from further analyses; three were unable to understand the game (ages 4, 4, and 5 years). Six had lack of concentration to prevent them from completing the game (ages 4, 5, 5, 6, 6, and 9 years). The 9-year-old had previously been diagnosed with learning difficulties. Four were excluded due to poor reliability indices (ages 4, 4, 5, and 6 years). Four
children did not want to play as they were too tired or scared of the castle (ages 4, 4, 4, and 5 years). Therefore, data from 88 normal children were used for the diagnostic analysis, involving 45 children completing visual fields with normal threshold levels (defect absent) and 43 children with thresholds that had been manipulated to reflect glaucomatous field defects (defect present). Median age was 6 years (range, 4–10). We determined the total number of points missed in each of these patients’ first Caspar’s Castle fields game and plotted a receiver operator characteristic curve (Fig. 1) using the grouping of defect present or absent as the classification variable. Area under the curve (AUC) was 0.895 (SE 0.0332, 95% CI: 0.812–0.950, P < 0.0001). Youden index J was 0.7028 (associated criterion = 4 points missed), with sensitivity 81.40 and specificity of 88.89. A table of summary statistics is provided in the Table. In this table, we have included estimates of sensitivity for high levels of specificity. When used as a screening test, it is important to have high levels of specificity to ensure that very few normal subjects are classified as pathological.

We were able to recruit 21 children with established pathology where visual field changes might be expected and all children completed the test satisfactorily. Median age was 12 (range, 4–16). Thirteen children had congenital glaucoma, seven had secondary glaucoma, and one had neurological damage to a temporal lobe. Of all patients with pathology, seven had been able to complete conventional field testing, with a combination of fast and standard 24-2 Swedish Interactive Thresholding Algorithm (SITA) threshold strategies (Humphrey visual field [HVF], Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA, USA). For this small sample, we compared the different outputs of the conventional versus game-based field tests qualitatively by ophthalmologists specialized in pediatric glaucoma. Of the seven patients who had achieved conventional SITA field plots, four were pathologically abnormal, two were normal, and one had functional ("clover-leaf" shaped fields). All the pathologically abnormal conventional tests had corresponding visual field loss seen on the Caspar’s Castle game-based test. The two children with normal conventional fields had normal Caspar’s Castle fields. One child who had functional ("clover-leaf" shaped fields) had normal visual fields in the Caspar’s Castle test. Examples of these plots are shown in Figures 2 through 5.

Participants from all cohorts were included in the repeatability analyses; 21 with pathology, 45 normal children with normal fields, and 40 normal children with simulated defects. (Of the 43 normal children who completed fields with simulated field defects, only 40 completed the game twice due to parents’ desire to leave the clinic quickly.) Thus a total of 106 children were included in the repeatability study. Median age of subjects for the overall repeatability study was 7 years (range, 4–16) and overall average time to complete a game-based field test was 6.5 minutes.

Coefficient of repeatability for number of points missed was 6.9 (95% CI: 6.16–8.07), and a Bland–Altman chart is presented in Figure 6. The arithmetic mean of difference between first and second test was 0.61 (95% CI: 0.065–1.29). Lower limit of agreement was –6.29 (95% CI: –7.46 to –5.13) and upper limit of agreement 7.52 (95% CI: 6.36–8.69).

**DISCUSSION**

In this paper, we present evidence for the utility of a novel, game-based method of perimetry for children. It involves a specifically designed computerized system using a child-friendly castle structure, coherent storyline, animations, graphics, and music all written specifically to appeal to children.

We have been able to demonstrate acceptability and ability to complete visual fields tests in 109/126 children. On diagnostic evaluation with ROC curves, the AUC was found to be 0.895, which compares favorably with other novel visual field screening tools, especially when we consider the challenges we have set ourselves of detecting only mild to moderate defects in young children. The repeatability of the test appears satisfactory with variability of scatter that is consistent across the Bland–Altman chart, around a mean difference of around zero.

Although many challenges have been addressed in development of the current test, improvements to diagnostic performance and repeatability could still be made. Contrary to expectations, many of the instances where the game did not appear to perform well involved older children, aged 9 years or older, some of whom became able to play the central game so adeptly they were perhaps more tempted to scan the periphery as well as responding to central demands. The game was tailored toward younger children, and it may be that
more complex versions should be developed for older children. However, to achieve optimal clinical impact, test development should remain focused on younger children (e.g., 3–5 years old). Improvements using an eye tracker to monitor fixation should increase sensitivity and specificity, improving clinical utility for all ages. In future developments, we also plan to produce versions that should appeal to girls and boys equally with the main character option to be played by a princess as well as a prince.

Assessment of the system’s diagnostic accuracy was methodologically challenging. Children with known and clinically established defects were relatively rare, even in our large tertiary center. Furthermore, the variety of methods used to represent standard field test outcomes make statistical
comparisons difficult. We therefore chose to demonstrate utility using subjective assessments of children with pathology but also more robust comparisons of children using simulated field defects. However, this use of artificially created field defects might not transfer entirely to real defects in patients and future studies may attempt to compare more rigidly to existing perimetry such as HVFs.

A key feature of the presented Caspar's Castle system is that it is compatible with existing hardware that is already in widespread international use; a computer running Windows 7 service pack 1 or above, suitable screen and trigger device. The surrounding hardboard castle structure was simple to construct and the whole system could be easily available and is inexpensive. Further strengths include independence from

Figure 4. Congenital glaucoma in a 14-year-old child. Plot of Humphrey 24-2 (left) and Caspar's Castle fields (right).

Figure 5. Severe congenital glaucoma in a 14-year-old child. Plot of Humphrey 24-2 (left) and Caspar's Castle fields (right).
FIGURE 6. Bland-Altman chart for repeatability of number of points missed on Caspar’s Castle game-based field test.

expert supervision requirement as well as ease of use and attractiveness to children. These features suggest potential utility particularly as a screening tool outside of specialized hospital settings. Examples of children aged 5 and 7 playing the test can be seen in Supplementary Videos S1 and S2, respectively.

In summary, Caspar’s Castle represents a novel, affordable, noninvasive and entertaining means of obtaining visual field results from younger children with acceptable validity and reliability. It could be a useful tool in clinical practice to assist with the challenges of pediatric perimetry.
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